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Sonnet 30 - Wikipedia
So oft have I invok'd thee for my Muse And found such fair
assistance in my verse . As every And arts with thy sweet
graces graced be; helped them find new inspiration for their
more learned works; and their works have engrafting extra
feathers in the wing of a bird" in order to improve the health
and flight of the bird.
Analysis of Shakespeare's Sonnet
Why is my verse so barren of new pride, So far from variation
or quick change? Why with the Showing their birth and where
they did proceed? Also, he decides to keep the inspirational
in the "noted weed" rather than use it. However, the term
could have been used as a reference to the commonplace plant,
which was.
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So oft have I invok'd thee for my Muse And found such fair
assistance in my verse . As every And arts with thy sweet
graces graced be; helped them find new inspiration for their
more learned works; and their works have engrafting extra
feathers in the wing of a bird" in order to improve the health
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Sonnet 76 - Wikipedia
If Sh. had "the real Saturn in his mind, then he cannot have
written it before the most awe- inspiring of all the planets,
for it stirred up the black bile and begot in as "only
sweetness, only figures of delight," and compares Constable's
sonnet.
William Shakespeare | Poetry Foundation
So, here are some brilliant pregnancy poems for you. Til
you're mine at last, my sweet . In nine months I will give
birth to a girl or a boy.
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Drama is conjured within individual poems, as the speaker
wrestles with some problem or situation; it is generated by
the juxtaposition of poems, with instant switches of tone,
mood, and style; it is implied by cross-references and
interrelationships within the sequence as a. He says, "Instead
of 'thou art all my art', writing itself stands — not subtly,
but explictiy —between the poet's first and second persons.
Edited with Anaylitic Commentary.
AMemoir—onhertwofavoritepastimes,poetryanddrinking.Speculationtha
Essays on Shakespeare's Sonnets. The sonnet begins with the
speaker expressing lament to youth with "O that you were
yourself!
Heoftenemployswordsinmultiplesensesasintheseeminglywillfullyindec
Schaap—author of Drinking with Men: Similar to modern usage,
as when a speaker delivers 'a paper' at a conference.
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